
Safety & Security 
Needs Assessment 
Checklist
TAKING A HOLISTIC APPROACH TO SCHOOL SAFETY

Navigate360 provides 
the most modern and 
comprehensive approach 
to school safety in the 
industry. Our cloud-
based Safety & Security 
Suite eliminates school 
movement silos by 
integrating visitor, 
volunteer and emergency 
management into a 
single platform to provide 
whole-campus, real-time 

oversight and accountability 
and improve communication 

pathways, including 
reunification during a crisis.
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Visitor & Volunteer Management Navigate360 Competitor

VISITOR TYPE: Customize sign-in questions and produce reports 
specific to each role or individual.

COMPUTER PLATFORMS: Compatible with Apple and Windows 
computers and tablets and doesn’t require specialized hardware.

GUARDIANSHIP CONFIRMATION: SIS sync ensures accurate student 
and guardian data to release student to approved person.

TABLET KIOSK CHECK-IN/CHECK-OUT CAPABLE: Support health and 
safety by reducing physical contact with kiosk station setup. Approved 
visitors, district staff, etc., can check-in/out without much physical 
contact and assistance from front desk staff.

HARDWARE: The option of hardware-light equipment setup empowers 
you to have as many check-in points as you would like at no additional 
cost, while improving efficiency. 

SEX OFFENDER CHECK: Verify every visitor who enters the campus 
against the national sex offender and national criminal databases and 
internal custody and blocklist notations with ID scan. 

SCREEN AND TRACK VISITORS: Visitors scan their ID and complete  
the check-in process with ease.

ALERTS: Immediately and discretely notify administration, security and 
other designated personnel directly from the computer through group 
notification or via text and/or email when a visitor is identified as a 
potential risk to the campus.

REPORTING: Access a real-time, detailed report for the district 
or school. Customize reports for security-focused analytics or 
investigation. Access historical data over years. Schedule specific 
reports to be automatically queried and produced. Reports can be 
viewed, exported and saved or downloaded and printed.

INTEGRATION: Seamlessly integrate Visitor Management and 
Volunteer Management with Navigate360’s Emergency Management 
Suite (EMS) for whole-campus safety.

VOLUNTEER PORTAL: Allow volunteer applicants to complete all 
required paperwork, including authorization to run sex offender 
and criminal background checks and obtain approval and denial 
notification from the district through the Volunteer Portal.

EVENT MANAGEMENT: Create a calendar of events for volunteer view 
and sign-up.

SOLUTION OFFERINGS: Most comprehensive safety and security suite 
on the market with a focus on the whole child. Integration through 
Emergency Management Suite, 911Cellular connection with panic alert 
devices, and Volunteer Management.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: Access to how-to steps, videos or Wizard 
guidance during system usage. 

PRICING: Streamlined, upfront pricing platform without additional 
charge for setup.

We’ve created this assessment to make it easy for you and your team to fully understand how our robust and 
integrated features stand up to other point solutions you may be evaluating.
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Visitor & Volunteer Management Navigate360 Competitor

STUDENT TARDINESS: Quickly mark students tardy and print tardy 
slips with scan time. Customize tardy threshold for when student 
reaches predetermined number, and staff members can issue conse-
quences as appropriate (i.e., detention and/or notification to parent).

VISITOR GREETING: Customize “Welcome” message with school or 
district logo for self-service check-in station. On-screen instructions 
available in English and Spanish.

APPROVED VISITOR INVITATION: In-system invitation sent to 
approved frequent visitors to downloaded app to customize profile for 
faster check-in/out. 

OVERSIGHT: Monitor every visitor who has entered the campus  
and see the purpose of visit, check-in/out time and destination  
at a glance.

VACCINATION STATUS: Create a custom field to designate if visitor  
is vaccinated (partially or fully).

CONTACT TRACING: View dashboard or download report of visitors’ 
wellness status on campus, including sign-in/out times  
and approved visited locations.
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Emergency Management  Navigate360 Competitor

POLICIES AND EMERGENCY OPERATION PLANS: Upload to integrate 
or customize policies and EOPs with Wizard guidance to state/
federally approved templates. 

ACCESSIBLE: Cloud-based and accessible from any web-enabled 
device with lock-screen alert activation.

INTEGRATION: Integrate with 911Cellular panic buttons for direct 
communication with first responders and provide critical information, 
including building maps and emergency protocols.

SIS: Integrate with SIS for more accurate staff, student and guardian 
information in order to accurately account for everyone and ensure 
proper reunification during an incident.

PANIC BUTTONS: Comply with laws such as Alyssa’s Law with a 
complete solution of hardware and software panic buttons linked to 
first responders. 

RECEPTION: Minimize signal transmission difficulties with signal 
redundancy from activated mobile alerts via 911Cellular.

COST SAVINGS: Solutions are fully integrated with one another 
without hidden feature charges, allowing schools to purchase products 
from one vendor at a better rate. 

RESEARCH-BASED SOLUTION: Expert-informed and research-based 
solutions to better support the needs of the K-12 space.
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Emergency Management  Navigate360 Competitor

DRILLS: Prepopulated or customized drill schedules aligned to state/ 
district requirements with customizable task reminder notification.

MONITOR: Track drills for every campus in real time and produce 
accurate reports for school or district.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT: Analyze reports to find patterns and 
gaps in performance.

MAPPING: Create labeled interactive maps with set icons; rooms and 
areas can be identified, and text markup is available.

VIRTUAL BINDERS: Create virtual binders with safety information, 
policies, maps, etc., that can be shared with staff and first responders.

BUILDING RISK: Quick and efficiently identify building gaps in security 
with full audits; document annual security audits and assign corrective 
tasks as needed.

INDUSTRY: Proven pioneer in developing solutions to meet the current 
and future challenges of the K-12 environment.

SUPPORT: Provides customer-centered technical support options (i.e., 
live or web-based text).

IMPLEMENTATION: Dedicated implementation team offers 
customizable on-boarding support to the needs of each school/district 
as well as integrated how-to training videos.

COMMUNICATION: Create customized internal and external 
stakeholder groups for specific communication in their preferred 
language with 911Cellular integration.

INCIDENT LOCATION: With 911Cellular integration, provide live  
stream of incident location via alert-activated mobile device or  
nearby activated physical camera to better inform the emergency 
response team.

FIRST RESPONDERS: Connect to first responders (call or text) with 
silent panic alert activation, even from locked screen.

LOCKDOWN: Lock down single or multiple campuses to  
ensure safety.

SAFETY: Provide first responders with access to building plans, EOPs 
and other protocols anytime.

PLATFORM: Emergency response data platform that delivers real-
time data to a Public Safety Answering Point (PSAPs) for smarter and 
faster emergency response.

CONNECTIVITY: Integrate with Visitor Management for  
whole-campus oversight.
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Emergency Management  Navigate360 Competitor

ACCOUNTING: Teachers and staff confirm location status, number of 
students and visitors or last known location of a student who are not 
with them during reunification.

MEDICAL ATTENTION: Provide faster access to and knowledge of 
those injured and the severity of the injury with talk or text and live 
streaming from alert-activated mobile device or nearby physical 
camera via 911Cellular integration.

REUNIFICATION: With SIS integration, all students are accounted for 
and can be appropriately reunited with guardians without concern for 
custody restrictions/blocklists.

SCREENING: Verify each guardian’s identity and screen them  
against the national sex offender registry and timestamp signature 
pick-up time.

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION: Permit external stakeholders who have 
knowledge of the incident to communicate with first responders to 
provide valuable incident information.

TECHNOLOGY: NIST-tested location technology can locate down to 
the floor and room number without additional hardware.

info@navigate360.com
navigate360.com 

3900 Kinross Lakes Pkwy, 2nd Floor  
Richfield, OH 44286

(330) 661-0106

Point solutions are no longer a viable answer. Modern schools need holistic and 
comprehensive tools and technologies focused on the whole child.

For 20 years, Navigate360 has been the most widely chosen safety partner in the United 
States, protecting more than 50,000 districts, schools, law enforcement agencies, businesses 
and houses of worship. We help communities nationwide mitigate and reduce acts of 
violence with solutions backed by research and developed by industry experts.

Let’s work better – together! 

Scan the 
QR Code 
to request 
a demo.

Contact us today to take next steps 
with our Safety & Security Suite.


